Self-assembly of bioelastomeric structures from solutions: mean-field critical behavior and Flory-Huggins free energy of interactions.
Elastic and quasi-elastic light scattering studies were performed on aqueous solutions of poly(Val-Pro-Gly-Gly), a representative synthetic bioelastomer that differs from the previously studied poly(Val-Pro-Gly-Val-Gly) by the deletion of the hydrophobic Val in position four. When the spinodal line was approached from the region of thermodynamic stability, the intensity of light scattered by fluctuations, and the related lifetime and correlation length, were observed to diverge with mean-field critical exponents for both systems. Fitting of the experimental data allowed determining the spinodal and binodal (coexistence) lines that characterize the phase diagrams of the two systems, and it also allowed a quantitative sorting out of the enthalpic and entropic contributions to the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters. The contribution of valine is derived by comparison of the two cases. This can be viewed as sorting out the effect of a modulation of the solute. The same approach may allow sorting out the entropic and enthalpic effect of modulations of the solvent by cosolutes (or by cosolvents). This could be of particular interest in the case of small osmolytes, affording important adaptive roles in nature, at the cost of very limited changes in genetic information. Finally, the suggestion is further supported that statistical fluctuations of anomalous amplitude, such as those occurring in proximity of the spinodal line, have a role in promoting the process of self-assembly of extended supramolecular structures. On the practical side, the present approach appears useful in the design of novel synthetic model systems for bioelastomers.